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Japan have claimed their most famous
result in FIFA World Cup history by coming
from behind to beat the mighty Germans

This is the first time Japan
have ever won a World Cup
match after falling behind

Germany’s early exit from the
World Cup, like at Russia 2018,
looms large

Four-time winners Germany had
finished bottom of their group in
Russia in 2018

Blue Samurai jolt Germany 2-1 in comeback victory
Vinay Nayudu
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Doha

he FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 has truly
come alive with Japan
upstaging giants Germany with a come from behind
2-1 victory in their Group E
opener at the Khalifa International Stadium on Wednesday.
Japan became the second
Asian team in consecutive two
days following Saudi Arabia’s
upset of Argentina on Tuesday
to stamp their superiority on
the World Cup.
“Germany are among the
favourites,” former Germany
coach Joachim Loew had stated before the match, perhaps
undermining the Samurai Blue
capabilities. Many, in fact, also
did with Germany leading 1-0
at half time after Ilkay Gundogan scored off a ‘controversial’ penalty in the 33rd minute.
The hardworking-as-ever
Japan staged comebacks repeatedly raiding the rival citadel and trying to make good of
the rebounds. In the 75th minute, forward Ritsu Doan capitalized on a fine rebound inside
the box to level the scores.
The threat loomed large for
Germany and the fear turned
into reality just eight minutes
later (83’) as Takuma Asano
scored from an acute angle
from the right for spectators at
the stadium to erupt into a mix
of celebration and wonder.
Coming in as a substitute
Asano, who now has two goals
in four Japan caps, immediately
ran over to the photographers
in the corner of the stadium in
sheer delight and even before
the ball could fall from the roof
of the goal net and many could
realise that it had gone in.
A frantic Germany tried
hard till the end of a frenetic and
exciting seven minutes of added
time but to no avail as Japan
reigned supreme in the clash.
Speaking immediately after the match, Japan’s captain
Maya Yoshida expressed his
delight but in typical Japanese tradition chose to stay
grounded. “This is the beauty
of football, sometimes it happens! Now the spotlight is on
our side, it’s time to dance.
“But we have to be humble.
We saw what Saudi Arabia did
yesterday. Today we worked
hard to win, so we are very
happy,” he said.
Asked about ‘Japan’s Messi’, midfielder Takefusa Kubo,
Yoshida said, “He had a difficult
time last year, was struggling
after an injury and was under
pressure. But he made it good
today. I am happy for him.”
With Asian teams making
their mark on the biggest stage
of football (there are five Asian
nations at this World Cup),
Saudi Arabia and Japan’s victory have set the tournament
on fire early on.
“We are representing Japan but at the time we are representing Asia,” said Yoshida,
“We have supporters from all
over Asia and we are grateful.”
How does Japan look to the
tournament ahead? “We go into
the next match and hopefully
the next round and make history for Japan,” stressed Yoshida.
Japan went top in Group E
which also features Spain and
Costa Rica who were set to meet
later in the day. Germany are last
for now after losing their opener
as in 2018 - 1-0 against Mexico when they went on to exit in the
group stage as title holders.
Goalkeeper Manuel Neuer
said: “The wasted chances and
not good defending cost us. We
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Ritsu Dosan 75’, Takuma Asano 83’

Germany
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Ilkay Gundogan 33’
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Germany’s players react after
conceding a second goal to
Japan’s Takumo Asano during the
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group
E match between Germany and
Japan at the Khalifa International
Stadium in Doha on Wednesday.
(AFP)

Japan’s defender and captain
Maya Yoshida reacts after his
team won the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group E match against
Germany at the Khalifa International Stadium on
Wednesday. (AFP)
Japan’s forward Takuma Asano
celebrates his team’s victory
against Germany at the Khalifa
International Stadium on
Wednesday. (AFP)
Germany’s midfielder 07 Kai
Havertz (L) reacts as Japan’s players celebrate their first goal
at the Khalifa International

didn’t have the patience at the
back in the second half. We
should have played better and
with better confidence up front.”
Germany survived a big
early scare when Gündogan lost
the ball in midfield and Daizen
Maeda slotted home. But the
offside flag went up, and there
was another let-off after Nico
Schlotterbeck lost possession.
Germany soon gained control, with Bayern Munich’s
gifted teenager Jamal Musiala
seeing plenty of the ball but it
took a 33rd-minute penalty for

them to take the lead.
Joshua Kimmich chipped
the ball across the defence to
the completely unmarked left
back David Raum, who was
then clipped by goalkeeper
Shuichi Gonda, allowing Gündogan to convert from the
spot by sending the keeper the
wrong way.
A second goal from Kai
Havertz on the stroke of halftime was disallowed for offside
and Gündogan fired against the
outside right post on the hour.
But Japan started to sense

their chances and
became more aggressive in the German half but the latter could have wrapped up
matters in the 70th when substitute Jonas Hofmann and
twice Serge Gnabry were
denied by Gonda.
Neuer made a huge
save against Junya Ito
with Hiroki Sakai firing
over on the rebound
but three minutes
later Doan smashed
home after Neuer had
palmed away a sharp
cross from the left into his
path.

We knew that we had to
defend better. That’s why I
changed the
system. The players knew
immediately what I meant
and how they should
react. We have celebrated a
great victory but it
continues. We will prepare
as well for the next game.
Japan coach
Hajime Moriyasu

In the 83rd, Asano took up
a long ball, and with Schlotterbeck not challenging him decisively, he fired high into the net
at the near post.
“This is a huge disappointment,” Neuer said. “We made
the opponent strong. The final
desire made the difference.
Japan believed they could win
while we thought we could preserve the lead.”
Germany now face an uphill battle against Spain on
Sunday and Costa Rica next
Thursday to stay in the tournament as forward Thomas
Müller conceded: “We wanted
to ease the pressure with a victory.”
Interestingly, just before
the match, one of the two pandas Thuraya and Suhail, gifted
by China to Qatar especially
on the occasion of FIFA World
Cup 2022, had picked Japan as
the winner.
Some television experts
even wondered how a panda
would know exactly! But then
they admitted that they have
been proved wrong. For the record, the panda had also picked
Ecuador as winner against Qatar for the inaugural game.
True to themselves,
hundreds of Samurai
Blue fans in Qatar
have
already
impressed one
and all with
their impeccable behavior
and discipline. Just
like at the 2022 World
Cup (hosted by South Korea
and Japan), their fans leave
the stadium picking up litter
around them.
Wednesay at the Khalifa International Stadium
in Doha it was no different
after the match even as
the Japan fans rejoiced
in what was a fantastic
win.
(inputs DPA)

Japan’s coach Hajime Moriyasu
celebrates his team’s victory in
Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)
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n the first FIFA World Cup in Asia
in 20 years, the first two big shocks
of the tournament have come from
Asian teams — Saudi Arabia and Japan.
Japan notched a stunning upset at the Khalifa International Stadium as they came from
behind to beat giants Germany 2-1 on Wednesday. Japan’s players admitted that Wednesday’s
memorable victory over Germany was inspired
by Saudi Arabia’s shock win over Argentina the
day before.
Saudi Arabia did the unthinkable by stunning Lionel Messi-led Argentina 2-1 at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday.
So, is this the rise of the unusual
Asian heavyweights? Asian Football Confederation
President
Sheikh
Salman
bin Ibrahim Al Khalifa sure thinks so.
“This is indeed Asia’s time and there is no better
way to underline this celebration than with the
qualification of a record six teams at the FIFA
World Cup for the first time in our history,”
he had said before the World Cup kicked off in
Doha on Sunday.
He was referring to Saudi Arabia,
Iran, Australia, South Korea and Japan, who have booked their spot in the
tournament,
alongside
hosts
Qatar.
The six teams can take strength from the fact
that the last time Asia hosted the tournament
back in 2002, South Korea reached the semifinals while Japan made it to the Round of 16.
With the prospects still intact — or at least
alive — here is a closer look at the six Asian
teams.

I

Japan

With their stunning win against Germany,
Japan are supremely confident on the road
ahead despite being placed in the so-called
‘Group of Death’ along with another European
heavyweight Spain, and Costa Rica. Almost
three decades ago, Japan came within seconds
of qualifying for their first World Cup, only to
concede a stoppage-time equaliser to Iraq which
sent South Korea through instead.
Japan finished their first-round qualifying journey of Qatar 2022 with 46 goals from
just eight matches and in the second round, it
was once again their attackers who guaranteed
their seven consecutive FIFA World Cup appearances. The Blue Samurai did slump to defeats against Oman and Saudi Arabia but with
the duo of Takumi Minamino and Yuya Osako

scoring 10 goals each over the two rounds, it was
easy sailing for Hajime Moriyasu’s side.

Saudi Arabia

Like Japan, unheralded Saudi Arabia
notched one of the biggest shocks in World Cup
history on Tuesday with a 2-1 win over Lionel
Messi’s Argentina. The Green Falcons are another side that cruised through the qualifying
process with just one loss in two rounds. Salem
Al Dawsari and Saleh Al Shehri top-scored with
seven goals. Drawn in Group C with Mexico and
Poland, there is an outside chance for the Asian
giants to reach the next stage. This is the sixth
appearance for the top Asian side in the FIFA
World Cup.

South Korea

Son Heung-min and Co had a relatively easy
journey to the FIFA World Cup 2022 with five
wins out of the six games in the first round and
just one loss in the second round. The Tottenham superstar led his team by example as he
was the top-scorer with six goals but it will be
tough for them to qualify for the FIFA World
Cup 2022 Round of 16 from a group featuring
Portugal, Uruguay and Ghana.

Iran

They were a bit lacklustre in their Group B
opener as England breezed past them 6-2 at the
Khalifa International Stadium on Monday. This
is Iran’s sixth appearance in the World Cup and
with Wales and the United States in their group,
their task to reach the playoffs is cut out.
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Is this

Asia’s

time

Asia’s biggest contingent at the global
showpiece has taken the honours with
stunning upsets pulled off by Japan and
Saudi Arabia

Australia

The Socceroos unfortunately went down 1-4
to defending champions France in their opening game of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
at the Al Janoub Stadium on Wednesday
morning. They had the longest road to the
World Cup as they defeated Peru on penalties in the inter-confederation playoff. Although their qualifying campaign started on
a superb note, with them topping their firstround group with absolute ease, things will
not be easy for the Socceroos as they ace dark
horses Denmark and Tunisia in Group D.

Qatar

Making their FIFA World Cup debut,
and perhaps overcome by the occasion, Felix
Sanchez’s Asian champions Qatar suffered a 0-2
defeat at the hands of Ecuador in their Group
A opener at Al Bayt Stadium. Placed in Group
A along with Senegal and Netherlands, the road
ahead is going to be tough for Al Annabi.

Saudi Arabia’s Saleh Al Shehri
cancelled out an early Lionel
Messi penalty before Salem Al
Dawsari hit a stunning winner to
sink red-hot favourites Argentina
on Tuesday.

Japan’s Ritsu Doan scored the
equaliser before Takuma Asano
scored an 83rd-minute winner as
Japan stunned four-time world
champions Germany 2-1 on
Wednesday.
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Absolute
dominance

La Roja were in scintillating form as
they put seven unanswered goals
past an outclassed Costa Rica team
Agencies

Spain thrashed Costa Rica 7-0 for
their biggest ever winning margin
at a World Cup, helped by two goals
by Ferran Torres and strikes by five
other players to send a resounding
message to the rest of the teams in
Qatar.
Spain have kicked off their Qatar 2022 campaign with the nation’s
biggest-ever FIFA World Cup win,
thrashing Costa Rica 7-0.
No fewer that six separate players found the net for La Roja, with
Ferran Torres bagging a brace and
Gavi becoming the third-youngest
scorer in the tournament’s history.
Dani Olmo started the goal
spree when he dinked the ball over
Keylor Navas after 10 minutes, having shown wonderful close control
to fashion the shooting position.
Marco Asensio doubled the lead
soon after, spinning the ball into
the far corner from Jordi Alba’s pinpoint cross.
Torres joined the part with a
penalty on the half-hour mark before adding a second early in the
second half after capitalising on
some confusion between Navas and
Bryan Oviedo.
Gavi then made it five with a
stunning strike, and if Costa Rica
felt it couldn’t get any worse at this
stage, they were to be sorely disappointed. Stoppage-time efforts from
Carlos Soler and Alvaro Morata
rubbed salt in Tico wounds and put
a spectacular seal on a statement
win for the Spanish.
Gavi had made history simply by
taking to the field, becoming – at 18

Spain

years and 110 days – the youngest
Spanish player ever to take part in
the beautiful game’s greatest competition.
But when he found the net with
the pick of his team’s seven goals – a
volley executed with typically flawless technique – it left him behind
only two men, Manuel Rosas (18
years, 93 days) and the great Pele
(17 years, 239 days), on the World
Cup’s all-time list of youngest
marksmen.
There have only six more resounding World Cup wins than
Spain’s demolition of Costa Rica.
There have been three 8-0s, two
9-0s and the biggest victory of all:
Hungary’s 10-0 trouncing of El Salvador in 1982.
Spain were mindful of the shock
defeats suffered by Argentina and
Group E rivals Germany against
lower opposition in their opening
matches and they tormented Costa
Rica from the start, going 3-0 up after little more than 30 minutes. Dani
Olmo got the goals flowing in the 11th
minute when he exchanged passes
with Gavi and chipped Costa Rica
goalkeeper Keylor Navas. Ten minutes later, Marco Asensio timed a run
into the box perfectly to connect powerfully with a Jordi Alba cross.
Torres stroked home his penalty
in the 31st minute and the Barcelona winger claimed his second in
the 54th when he took advantage of
hesitant defending. Gavi, the youngest player to represent Spain at a
World Cup, struck with a perfectly
hit volley in the 74th minute before
substitutes Carlos Soler and Alvaro
Morata rounded off a totally onesided encounter.

SCORELINE
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Costa Rica

0

Dani Olmo 11’ Marco Asensio 21’ Ferran Torres 31’ (P), 54’ Gavi 74’
Carlos Soler 90’ Álvaro Morata 90+2’

‘I’m worried
about my team’
DPA
Doha

Costa Rica coach Luis Fernando
Suárez has concerns about the mental state of his players after their 7-0
thrashing by Spain in their first World
Cup group match.
“I have to work with this result
and think very carefully about what
I say to my players to lift their spirits,” he told a news conference on
Wednesday.
Their two remaining Group E
games are against Japan and Germany.
“I’m really worried that my team
can’t come to terms with this terrible
result,” the 62-year-old added at Doha’s Al-Thumama Stadium.

Spain’s forward #11
Ferran Torres scores
his team’s third goal
from the penalty
spot. (AFP)

Gavi tipped to be ‘one of the stars of
world football’ by Enrique
PA Media/dpa
Doha

Spain boss Luis Enrique predicted Gavi will be “one of the
stars of world football” after the
teenager became the youngest
World Cup goalscorer since Pele
64 years ago.
Gavi scored Spain’s fifth goal
in a 7-0 thrashing of Costa Rica
- La Roja’s biggest-ever World
Cup victory.
The Barcelona midfielder’s
World Cup goal, a brilliant volley with the outside of the foot
which went in off a post, came at
the age of 18 years and 110 days.
Pele scored against Wales in
a 1958 quarter-final at the age of
17 years and 249 days.
Enrique said: “Gavi is a
unique player. He is 18 but he
has the personality of an experienced player.
“He’s a boy who needs a little bit of calm sometimes. But
we are happy to have him in the
team and he’s going to be one of
the stars of world football.” Gavi
became Spain’s youngest goalscorer when he scored against the
Czech Republic before his 18th
birthday in June.
He is now Spain’s
youngest scorer at a World
Cup.
Ferran Torres, with
a brace, Dani Olmo,
Marco Asensio, Carlos
Soler and Alvaro Morata were also on target as Costa Rica were
crushed.
“We don’t have
one striker who scores
many goals,” Enrique
said. “But we have lots
of players who score
goals and I have never
been worried about the lack of
goals.
“We are always the highest
scorers in competitions.
“This was a very special game
for us and we wanted to start
the competition in the best way
possible. We don’t start well (in
tournaments). We almost never
win the first game, but we have

Spain coach shifts focus to Germany
QNA
Doha

Spain coach Luis Enrique expressed happiness for his side’s
7-0 victory over Costa Rica on
Wednesday evening.
Speaking at the post-match
press conference, the Spanish
manager said was the match was
great and that his side sought a
good start in the tournament unlike their previous tournaments.
The rout was associated with a
great performance from the players, Enrique said.
He added that his objective
was to improve the performance
of the players and qualify for the
last-16, stressing that many players were able to score, not just the
strikers.
Commenting on their next
managed to break that.” Spain
play Germany - surprise 2-1 losers to Japan - on Sunday and
could effectively put the fourtime winners out of the tournament.
Asked about that
possibility, Enrique
said: “I don’t want
to speculate on
that. Germany is
an amazing team.
“We have to be
calm, even
though
we

Spain coach Luis Enrique
game against Germany, Enrique
said the match would be tough for
both sides and that it needs great
efforts and concentration.
have had a big victory.
“I don’t think they had one
chance. We dominated from
the first minute and we created
spaces to have good chances.”

Spain’s midfielder #09 Gavi (L) celebrates scoring his team’s fifth goal against
Costa Rica at the Al Thumama Stadium in Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)
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Tough
game
for
croatia
A long-distance attempt
from Ivan Perisic went over
the crossbar before Croatia
came closest just before
intermission. Nikola Vlasic
was denied by goalkeeper
Yassine Bounou from close
range after a fast move, and
then Modric who came blazing high from the edge of the
area. The Atlas Lions contained Croatia well for most
of the game but also failed to
manage a breakthrough in
Al Khor
Morocco’s goalkeeper Yassine Bounou grabs the ball during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group F football match between Morocco and Croatia at the Al-Bayt Stadium in Al
Khor on Wednesday. (AFP)

Croatia held 0-0 by Morocco in
stuttering start for 2018 runners-up
dpa

Al Khor, Qatar

Luka Modric’s Croatia had a frustrating start into the Qatar World
Cup on Wednesday when the 2018
runners-up were held to a goalless
draw by stubborn Morocco.
Chances were sparse with Real
Madrid’s Modric among those coming closest in the opening match in
Group F which also features Belgium
and Canada who meet later in the
day. “It was a tough game, especially
in the first 15 minutes. We did it better in the second half,” Modric said.
The Atlas Lions contained Croatia well for most of the game but also
failed to manage a breakthrough in
Al Khor.
A long-distance attempt from
Ivan Perisic went over the crossbar
before Croatia came closest just before intermission. Nikola Vlasic was
denied by goalkeeper Yassine Bounou from close range after a fast
move, and then Modric who came

I believe things will get better as
the tournament progresses. Of
course we have big ambitions but
the first goal is to survive the group
stage. Then we can become a
dangerous opponent
Luka Modric
blazing high from the edge of the
area.
The 37-year-old Modric and his
team also lacked ideas in the second
half and their goalkeeper Dominik
Livakovic had to palm away a fierce
but not very accurate free-kick from
Paris Saint-Germain defender Achraf
Hakimi in the 65th.
Chelsea winger Hakim Ziyech,
back in the Morocco squad under
new coach Walid Regragui, also
failed to make a decisive impact.

Team-mate Noussair Mazraoui
had to be replaced with what appeared to be a hip injury in what
could be another player hurt at the
World Cup for club side Bayern Munich.
The final score marked the third
0-0 of the tournament which is already two more than at the entire
2018 event where Croatia were only
stopped at the last hurdle - with
Modric hoping for similar success
this time around despite the early
setback.
“I believe things will get better
as the tournament progresses. Of
course we have big ambitions but
the first goal is to survive the group
stage. Then we can become a dangerous opponent,” Modric said.
Morocco’s coach shrugged off remarks that they were too negative.
“We played like a European team.
We managed to create chances and
in fact we played in a balanced way,
a solid way, and it was difficult for
Croatia,” he said.

Croatia’s midfielder Luka Modric (left) and Morocco’s midfielder Azzedine Ounahi fight
for the ball during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group F football match at the Al Bayt
Stadium in Al Khor on Wednesday. (AFP)

Regragui satisfied with Morocco’s tactics against Croatia
Khalid Tawalbeh
DOHA

Moroccan coach Walid Regragui
said his team felt as if they were playing at home when they faced Croatia
at the Al Bayt Stadium on Wednesday.
The support from the fans was
great. “I am proud of playing the
World Cup for the first time on Arab
soil. Qatar has achieved great success
and honour in hosting the event.”
About the team’s performance
during the match with Croatia, Regragui said, “We had a fighting spirit,
we always wanted to be in possession
of the ball and exploit spaces in the
back to cause surprise.”
“We dealt in an ideal way with
the Croatian national team in tactical
terms,” he said.
Morocco and Croatia had a goalless draw, with the two teams sharing
a point each.
Regragui pointed out that Croatia
was a big team and the runner-up in
the previous edition in Russia 2018
and included great players such as

Morocco’s coach Walid Regragui gestures on the touchline during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group F football match between
Morocco and Croatia at the Al Bayt Stadium in Al Khor on Wednesday. (AFP)
Luka Modric . “I think the draw was
very good against an opponent of this
type.”
He commented: “Possession is

not everything in football, in the
match between Saudi Arabia and Argentina, the possession was with the
Argentinians but it was the Saudis

who came out victorious, because it
was more efficient both in creating
opportunities and using them.”
Regragui said that his team

played hard and in such a way to dent
the opposition’s effectiveness and
prevent them from creating clear opportunities. “We tried taking possession of the ball in order to carry out
counterattacks, and we succeeded
many times, but we did not succeed
in scoring.”
The coach said his players have
started preparing for the next match
and are determined to make an honourable appearance in the tournament.
At the Al Bayt stadium, thousands of Moroccan fans thronged
the stands to watch the Atlas Lions
in a game with few chances for both
teams to score. Some attempts were
ineffective, and Moroccan goalkeeper Yassine Bono excelled in countering Nikola Vlasic’s shot, and Luka
Modric shot over the crossbar before
the end of the first half.
Morocco’s closest attempts were
in the second half, but goalkeeper
Dominik levakovic blocked Noussair Mazraoui’s header, followed by
Ashraf Hakimi’s powerful shot after
a free kick.
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Lukaku-less Belgium edge courageous
Canadians 1-0 for opening win
How the game went

● Belgium hang on to get
all three points and finish
the night on top of Group F
● Batshuayi’s winner proved
to be the difference as
he filled admirably for
injured Lukaku
Agencies
Doha

Michy Batshuayi scored the
only goal as Belgium opened
their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 campaign with a
hard-fought and, in truth, illdeserved win over Canada on
Wednesday night.
The 2018 bronze medalists spent much of this Group
F encounter on the back foot,
pinned back by an adventurous
and energetic side that managed over 21 efforts on goal
to their illustrious opponents’
nine.
Of Canada’s many chances, the best came - and went
- when they were awarded an
early penalty for a Yannick
Carrasco handball, spotted by a
VAR review. Star man Alphonso Davies stepped up in search
of his country’s first FIFA Belgium’s forward #23 Michy Batshuayi scores his team’s opening goal during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group F match against Canada at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Wednesday. (AFP)
World Cup goal but
If we expected
his spot kick was
At
that would settle
weak and unBelgium nerves
convincing,
39 years
Belgium 1 Canada 0
and allow the
allowing
and
288
days,
Michy Batshuayi 44’
Thibaut
world’s No2Atiba
Hutchinson
Courtois
ranked team
Key moment
to make a
show
of Canada became to
Davies’ rise has been the stuff
comforttheir
class,
the second-oldest we
able save.
of fairy tales. But the man
were
outfield player
T h e
standing between Canada’s talwrong. John
isman and place in his nation’s
s i g n i fi Herdman’s
to play at the
cance
of
sporting folklore just happens
underdogs
World
Cup
that
miss
to be one of the best penaltyremained
the
was reinforced
stoppers in the game. Courtois
dominant force in a
just before the inhad saved five of the last nine
goalless second half and,
terval, when Batshuayi raced while they emerged pointless,
spot kicks he had faced and
through on to a speculative the Canucks served notice
duly made that six from ten by
punt forward and lashed a that they’re here in Qatar to
guessing right and pushing the
left-foot shot beyond the help- go toe-to-toe with the heavy- Belgium’s Michy Batshuayi celebrates scoring during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group F match against
ball to safety. (Fifa.com)
weights.
Canada at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Wednesday. (AFP)
less Milan Borjan.

Scoreline

Saudi Arabia’s Renard not
dwelling on ‘crazy’ win
AFC
Doha

Saudi Arabia’s French coach
Herve Renard warned his players not to celebrate for too long
after their “totally crazy” 2-1
win against Argentina in their
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
Group C opener on Tuesday.
The Saudis bounced back
from conceding an early Lionel
Messi penalty to produce one
of the great FIFA World Cup
shocks thanks to a Saleh Al
Shehri equaliser and a sublime
Salem Al Dawsari winner at the
Lusail Stadium.
“All the stars in the sky
were aligned for us, but don’t
forget Argentina are still a fantastic team,” said Renard.
“This is football, sometimes
totally crazy things can happen,” added the French coach,
who previously led Zambia and
the Ivory Coast to Africa Cup of
Nations glory.
“We needed to get this result, it will be one for the (history) books, but as a coach I’m
always asking for more from
my players, so let’s stay humble.”
Al Shehri said the team had
never doubted they could topple the two-time champions.
“We don’t care about the
other team, if you believe in
yourself you can achieve anything,” he said.
As for enjoying the moment, Renard was eager to
look ahead to the Saudis’ next
Group C matches against Po-

Saudi Arabia’s defender Yasser Al Shahrani being stretchered off after a
collision during the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group C match between
Argentina and Saudi Arabia at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)

Al Shahrani to undergo surgery
AFC
Doha

Saudi Arabia left-back Yasser
Al Shahrani will undergo surgery in Riyadh after suffering
a head injury during his side’s
historic 2-1 FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 victory over Argentina on Tuesday.

Al Shahrani was injured in
the head, chest and abdomen
following a clash with Saudi
Arabia goalkeeper Mohammed
Al Owais.
The Saudi Arabian Football
Federation said Al Shahrani’s
condition was stable and that
he would undergo surgery on
Wednesday.

British TV pundit leaves broadcast after mother dies
Saudi Arabia’s French coach Herve Renard gives instructions to his players during the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 Group C match against Argentina at the Lusail Stadium on Tuesday. (AFP)
land and Mexico.
“(We can) just have a good
celebration during 20 minutes
and that’s all, there are still two
more games.
“When you come to the
World Cup, you need to believe
in yourself, anything can happen in football.”
However, Renard said he
was not entirely happy with
his team, despite the stunning
upset.
“Tactically we were not
good in the first half. Our block

was compact but our pressure
on the centre-backs and (defensive midfielder) Leandro
Paredes was not enough,” said
the 54-year-old.
“If we had conceded a second goal at that time, the game
would have been finished.
“During half-time I wasn’t
happy because the pressure
wasn’t good enough, the determination wasn’t good enough
and when you come to the
World Cup, you need to give
everything. We can’t play as we

did in the first half.”
And Renard said it would
have been no surprise if Argentina had taken his side lightly.
“Sometimes the opposition
does not have the best motivation, it’s normal, it also happened to us when playing lower
teams.”
He added: “Some people
don’t understand but you can
imagine that when you’re playing against Saudi Arabia, the
motivation is not the same as
playing against Brazil.”

London: World Cup pundit Nadia Nadim has revealed she was forced
off air on Tuesday after learning that her mother had been hit by a truck
and killed. Former Manchester City forward Nadim was part of British
network ITV’s coverage of the goalless draw between Denmark and
Tunisia that afternoon. But the 34-year-old Denmark international was
absent from the panel at the final whistle, with host Mark Pougatch telling viewers that she had been forced to leave. On Wednesday, Nadim
revealed the tragic news on Twitter. She said: “(On) Tuesday morning my
mother was killed by a truck. She was on her way back from the gym.
Words cannot describe what I’m feeling. I have lost the most important
person in my life and it happened so sudden and unexpected. She was
only 57. Life is unfair and I don’t understand why her and why this way. I
love you and I will see you again.” An ITV spokesman said: “Everyone at
ITV, those working with Nadia in Qatar, and the wider company, is deeply
shocked and saddened by this tragic news. We have offered Nadia our
support and our thoughts are with her and those closest to her at this
incredibly difficult time.” (PA Media/DPA)
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Group G: Switzerland vs Cameroon (1 pm) Al Janoub Stadium

switzerland

gear up for
cameroon challenge

Shaqiri returns to the World Cup for the fourth time,
equaling Swiss record; Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting
of Cameroon arrives in his third edition
their continental championships in the last 18 months, alSwitzerland’s opening World
beit under different coaches.
Cup game against Cameroon apLast year, the Swiss ended
pears to be a must-win opportunity
a streak of being eliminated in
in a difficult group. With Brazil
the round of 16 in major tournaments by defeating France
and Serbia also in Group G, taking three points in the early afteron penalties after a 3-3 tie.
noon heat on Thursday looks like a
After
losing
another
must-win for each team.
shootout to Spain in the quarterfinals, coach Vladimir PetCameroon’s task is made more
kovic capitalized on his rising
difficult by their recent World Cup
reputation seven years after
form, having been swept aside
joining Bordeaux. Within a few
in three straight losses in each of
months, he was fired.
their previous two appearances, in
Murat Yakin, a 49-cap cen2014 and 2010.
tral defender, was hired after
During that time, the Indomitable Lions have scored fewer goals Cameroon’s forward Eric Maxim previously coaching a Swiss
as a team on the world’s biggest Choupo-Moting takes part in
second-tier club. He made an
stage than a single Swiss player, a training session in Doha on
immediate impression by leading the team to first place in a
Xherdan Shaqiri.
Wednesday. (AFP)
World Cup qualifying group,
Since his World Cup debut as a
ahead of European champion Italy.
teenager in 2010, the score has been 4-3
Cameroon began the year by reaching
in Shaqiri’s favour. Shaqiri, now 31 and
the semifinals of the African Cup of
playing in the MLS with the Chicago
Nations, losing on penalties to Egypt,
Fire, returns to the tournament
before firing Portuguese coach Toni
for the fourth time as a playmaker, equaling a Swiss record.
Conceiço.
In-form Monaco forward
Cameroon’s greatest player and
Breel Embolo is more likely
now federation president, Samuel Eto’o, turned to his
to score.
long-time former teamCameroon’s star formate Rigobert Song,
ward Eric Maxim ChoupoMoting, 33, arrives in
who had a patchy
his third World Cup in
record of success
good form for Baycoaching
within
ern Munich and
the national team
looking for his first
setup.
career World Cup
Cameroon last
goal.
won a World Cup
C h o u p o game 20 years ago
Switzerland’s
Moting’s 11 goals
in all
in Japan against
midfielder Xherdan
competitions this season have helped
Saudi
Arabia,
Shaqiri takes part in
Bayern reclaim first place in the Bunwith Song as capdesliga following the departure of
tain and Eto’o scora training session
Robert Lewandowski. Cameroon and
ing the only goal.
Switzerland both have solid results at
AGENCIESDOHA

Key Stats
 Three-time quarter-finalists, Switzerland are competing in their 12th FIFA World Cup and this

is their fifth in a row, which represents their best-ever sequence of qualifications

 Switzerland have not lost their opening match in their last five World Cup appearances
 Switzerland have successfully qualified from their group in four of their last five appearances

at the FIFA World Cup

 Cameroon have made more appearances at the FIFA World Cup than any other African nation;

their qualification for Qatar 2022 extends their record to eight participations.

 Vincent Aboubakar, Nicolas Nkoulou and Eric Maxim Choupo-Moting are the only members

of the Cameroon squad with previous World Cup experience

‘swiss world cup
team best ever’
agencies
doha

Switzerland manager Murat Yakin said on Wednesday
that the current national team
is the “best that ever existed”
and that the country is determined to advance to the World
Cup finals in Qatar.
Switzerland, who face
Cameroon in their first match
on Thursday, have advanced
from the group stage in three
of their last four tournaments,
missing out only in 2010.
Yakin, who took over
as coach after Switzerland
reached the Euro 2020 quarterfinals last year, predicted
that the country would have its
best World Cup performance
in Qatar, where they will also
face Brazil and Serbia in Group
G.
“I think that we are seeing
the best Swiss national team
that has ever existed,” Yakin
told a news conference. “We
have improved a lot and now

Switzerland’s coach Murat Yakin at a press conference in Doha on
Wednesday. (AFP)
we want to write history. We
are not only here to participate.
We are here to win and we want
to get to the next round.”
Captain Granit Xhaka, the
Arsenal midfielder, was hesitant to describe the squad in
the same way, saying it would

not be fair to the 2018 Swiss
team that was eliminated by
Sweden in the round of 16.
He said, however, the Swiss
team now was younger than it
was four years ago and maybe
“a little more hungry” to go far
in the tournament.

No distractions, Cameroon
ready and focused: Song
agencies
doha

Coach Rigobert Song stated
that his underdog eight-time
World Cup campaigners are
prepared and focused for the
big task at the World Cup, as
he predicted that Cameroon
would be the latest World Cup
surprise.
Cameroon is competing
in their eighth World Cup,
but the 1990 quarterfinalists
are no longer a force — they
are ranked 43rd and only just
missed out on a place in Qatar.
Their most recent World
Cup triumph came in 2002,
and they will be heavy underdogs in Group G, which includes the higher-ranked trio
of Brazil, Serbia, and Switzerland.
However, Saudi Arabia
stunned Lionel Messi’s Argentina 2-1 on Tuesday, and
Japan came from behind to
defeat Germany by the same
scoreline the next day.
Former international de-

Cameroon’s coach Rigobert Song
attends a press conference at the
Qatar National Convention Center
(QNCC) in Doha. (AFP)
fender and captain Song said
that was proof Cameroon
could pull off a surprise of
their own, beginning against
Switzerland on Thursday.
“We have seen surprises
already at this World Cup, we
respect our opponents, but it
is on the pitch that you are
going to see who is stronger,”
said the 46-year-old, a Cameroon football legend known
fondly as “Big Chief”.

“Rankings go out the window when you are on a football pitch.”
Song, a former Liverpool
defender who was only made
Cameroon coach in March,
said his men had been able
to prepare for the World Cup
without the distractions of the
past.
“We are very calm and
pleased that the mistakes of
the past have not been repeated,” he said.
“We have had no disputes about wages or money
— things have changed at the
football federation now that
(former striker) Samuel Eto’o
is president.
“He’s a hard worker, there
every day to make sure the
players are as prepared as
possible.
“Hopefully this time we
are calm, ready and focused.”
Song played at four World
Cups and hopes that he can
use that experience to help
his squad cope with the pressure in Qatar, especially the
younger players.

Cameroon Football
Federation president
and former football star
Samuel Eto’O takes part
in a training session at
the Al Sailiya SC in Doha
on Wednesday. (AFP)

Switzerland’s defender Eray Comert (left) and Breel Embolo take part in a training session at the University of Doha training facilities in Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)
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Group H: Uruguay vs South Korea (4 pm) Education City Stadium
The fact that
Son will be
wearing a
mask is not an
inconvenience
for him, but
rather natural,
according to
Korea boss

South Korea’s Son Heung-min during a training session at Al Egla Training Site 5 in Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)

Uruguay
captain
Diego Godin
says his
teammates
share a
common
dream of
winning

Uruguay’s Luis Suarez (right) takes part in a training session at Al Erssal in Doha on Wednesday. (AFP)

Bento confident star Suarez is ready for
player Son is fully fit World Cup match:
to face Uruguay
Coach Alonso
STATS Perform/dpa
doha

Son Heung-min is comfortable
having to wear a protective mask
in order to play against Uruguay,
with South Korea coach Paulo
Bento confident his star player is
fit. Tottenham forward Son sustained a fractured eye socket in
Spurs’ clash with Marseille at the
start of November, casting doubt
over his participation in Qatar.
However, he was named in
Bento’s squad and has returned
to training wearing a mask in order to shield the injury from further damage.
Korea open their Group H
campaign against Uruguay on
Thursday, and Bento has confidence that Son has fully recovered, though conceded there is
an element of risk.
“Sonny can play, yes. He
will be able to play,” Bento said.
“I think the fact that he would
be wearing a mask is not an inconvenience for him, it’s rather
natural. “We will see how it will
be. Our hope is that he will feel
comfortable to the greatest extent possible, and we will use the
best strategy so he can feel at ease
during the game.
“He knows and we know that
we cannot rule out any risks.” Son
is Korea’s joint-leading World
Cup goalscorer, having scored

three times in the competition,
and he is aiming to become only
the second player from the nation to score in three separate
editions of the tournament after
Park Ji-sung. While Korea are
heavily reliant on Son to lead
their attack, Uruguay are blessed
with three exceptional forwards
in the form of veteran campaigners Luis Suarez and Edinson Cavani, along with Liverpool striker
Darwin Nunez.
“With our strikers, our plan
is to put a good performance in
the first game, that’s for sure. We
are very much excited with what
we can produce,” said Uruguay
coach Diego Alonso.
“We have peace of mind because we have goalscoring opportunities, flexibility not only
with our strikers, we are good
defensively and this will make us
a very competitive team.” While
Alonso would not apply extra
pressure on his team, captain
Diego Godin says Uruguayan
players always have “big shoes to
fill”. “The qualification round had
ups and downs but we achieved
our goal,” he said.
“The World Cup is an objective but it is still far away, but this
history and this shirt requires us
to win. We have very big shoes
to fill when we are representing
our country.” Korea boss Bento,
meanwhile, also stressed that Su-

arez, Cavani and Nunez are not
the only players his team have
to worry about at Education City
Stadium.
“I would say Federico Valverde is a fantastic player,” he replied when asked about the Real
Madrid midfielder. “Together
with [Kevin] De Bruyne he’s one
of the best midfielders in the
world, a player who can actually
win the game.
“Collectively they are very
strong, and we have to cope with
the power they have as well as
the individual skill sets.”

agency
DOHA

Uruguay’s head coach,
Diego Alonso, has stated that
the country’s star player, Luis
Suarez, is fit enough to play in
the country’s first World Cup
match against South Korea on
Thursday.
“He is as fit as other
players, he is ready for the
game,” said Alonso, adding
the 35-year-old striker was
enjoying the atmosphere of

Key Stats
 Quarter-finalists in 2018, Uruguay have only failed to
qualify for the knockout stage in one of their last six World
Cup appearances
 Fernando Muslera, Martín Cáceres, Luis Suárez, Diego
Godín and Edinson Cavani are all featuring at their fourth
World Cup, a feat only previously achieved by one Uruguayan
player – Pedro Rocha (1962-1974)
 Korea Republic have featured at the FIFA World Cup
on more occasions than any other Asian nation, and Qatar
2022 will be their 11th participation since they made their
debut in 1954.
 Qualification for the 2022 finals has extended Korea
Republic’s impressive run of successive FIFA World Cup appearances to ten in a row, every edition since 1986, which is
a record for a country who have never lifted the trophy

South Korean players during a training sessio at Al Egla Training Site 5 in Doha on Wednesday on the eve
of the Qatar 2022 World Cup match against Uruguay. (AFP)

attending another edition of
the World Cup tournament.
However, he admitted
that he had not yet decided
on the starters against South
Korea.
“With our strikers, our
plan is to put a good performance in the first game. We
are very much excited about
what we can produce,” said
Alonso.
“We have peace of mind
because we have goalscoring
opportunities, flexibility not
only with our strikers, we are
good defensively and this will
make us a very competitive
team,” he added.
Coached in China’s Super
League club in 2017, Alonso
replaced Oscar Tabarez last
November. Speaking of the
others’ opinion that he had
little experience at the World
Cup level, Alonso said everyone is entitled to have their
view but he needed to focus
on the game with the whole
team, particularly the opening game.
A video went viral on the
internet recently that each
player of the country’s 26man squad was unveiled by
his hometown folks. Speaking of which, Alonso admit-

ted it was a great opportunity
to promote Uruguay, as well
as a strong single to showcase
the bond between players and
their people.
“The video was an extraordinary work, and we are
also promoting the country
through the clip,” said Alonso.
Diego Godin, the 36-yearold veteran as well as captain of the team, told the
same press conference that
he made a huge effort to
deal with pain through difficult situations and now got
ready to put on the shirt for
his fourth consecutive FIFA
World Cup journey.
“We qualified for a new
World Cup. My teammate
on this boat with a common
dream that we all share with
the idea to win. And we have
dreams and then realized, we
will be coming out there to
compete from the very first
match,” said Godin.
The match is set to take
place at the Education City
Stadium, with the game kicking off at 4 p.m. local time on
Thursday.
The two teams are joined
in Group H by Portugal and
Ghana.

Uruguay’s players take part in a training session at Al Erssal in Doha on Wednesday on the eve of the Qatar
2022 World Cup match against South Korea. (AFP)
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Group H: Portugal vs Ghana (7 pm) Stadium 974

We can beat every team in our group: Ghana coach Addo
dpa
Doha

Ghana coach Otto Addo has
his sights set on the World Cup
knockout rounds for the first
time in 12 years.
The Black Stars reached the
quarter-finals in 2010 in a best
ever World Cup showing and
Otto sees no reason why that
cannot be repeated or even bettered. No African side has ever
made the last four.
“We hope to make it to the
last 16. We have a good squad
and can beat anyone in our
group,” Addo told dpa ahead
of Thursday’s opening match
against Portugal in Doha.
“All players are in 100%
condition. There are no inju-

ries. We can play tomorrow,”
he said exuding in confidence.
Uruguay - who controversially beat Ghana in that 2010
last-eight clash and South Korea are their other group opponents. Ghana beat Switzerland
2-0 in a World Cup warm-up
last week.
The Ghanaians, who failed
to qualify for Russia 2018,
will be relying on a number of
players born outside of Ghana
in Qatar such as Bilbao-born
Iñaki Williams.
Hamburg-born Addo said:
“We have many new people,
also because they have changed
nationalities. So it is important that we grow together as a
team and that the players get to
know my ideas.”

Ghana’s defender Alexander Djiku (R front) takes part in a training session at Aspire training zone in Doha on Wednesday on the eve of their
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Portugal. (AFP)

Ghana’s head coach Otto Addo attends a training session at Aspire
training zone in Doha on Wednesday, on the eve of their FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 match against Portugal. (AFP)

Portugal
focus stays
firm ahead of

Ghana clash

Portugal’s star forward Cristiano Ronaldo during a training session at Al Shahania SC, on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group H
match against Portugal. (AFP)
Agencies
Doha

“Our focus is 100 per cent
on national team,” says Bruno
Fernandes Cristiano Ronaldo’s
Manchester United exit was
confirmed late last night Portugal open their Qatar 2022
campaign against Ghana on
Thursday
Cristiano Ronaldo and his
Portugal team-mates will not
be distracted from their FIFA
World Cup™ mission by the
storm of events surrounding
the player’s future. This was the
robust message from Portugal
coach Fernando Santos and
midfielder Bruno Fernandes on
the eve of their opening Qatar
2022 fixture against Ghana.
The timing of Ronaldo’s exit
from Manchester United – confirmed late on Tuesday night –
has dominated the news agenda around the Portugal camp
but inside it both Fernandes,
his team-mate at Old Trafford
until now, and Santos insisted

that the focus was on the World
Cup and nothing else.
Speaking at Portugal’s
pre-match press conference
in Doha, Fernandes said: “I
haven’t discussed anything
with Cristiano Ronaldo. It’s a
personal matter that he is dealing with. Our focus is 100 per
cent on the national team.”

As for the impact on his
own relationship with Ronaldo,
the United player said: “I don’t
feel uncomfortable with what
is happening with Cristiano. It
was a privilege to play with him
in the national team and at club
level. Cristiano is a role model
for me.
“The World Cup means a

Key Facts
Portugal need just one goal to reach the landmark of 50
goals scored at the World Cup.
Portugal have won three and drawn one of their last four
World Cup matches against African opposition.
Cristiano Ronaldo is featuring for a record-equalling fifth
time at the World Cup.
Ghana’s appearance at Qatar 2022 means they have qualified for four out of five World Cups since making their final
competition debut in 2006.
Ghana have only failed to score in two of their last 11 World
Cup matches.

Portugal’s coach Fernando Santos (L) and Portugal’s midfielder Bruno
Fernandes address the media on Wednesday on the eve of their FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 Group H match against Portugal. (AFP)

The World Cup means a lot for Cristiano Ronaldo. I’m
sure he is focused on this competition. We usually create a
lot of noise around things that are going on but I am sure
Cristiano is focused.
Portugal coach Fernando Santos
lot for Cristiano Ronaldo,” Fernandes added. “I’m sure he is
focused on this competition.
We usually create a lot of noise
around things that are going on
but I am sure Cristiano is focused.”
Portugal coach Santos offered a similar message, saying: “I am not bothered about
what is happening with Cristiano. It hasn’t been discussed
in training or when we are together. There hasn’t been any
conversation. Not even from
him. I don’t know what they
talk about with each other in
their rooms.”
Santos cited the example of
Russia 2018 when a number of
Portugal players faced uncer-

tainty over their club futures.
“[It] was very challenging for
many players in terms of contracts. Six or seven of them
came to Russia without a club.”
For Ronaldo this will be his
fifth World Cup finals tournament and the 37-year-old has
made more appearance in the
competition – 17 – than any
other Portuguese player. With
seven goals to his name, meanwhile, he needs just two more
to equal the great Eusebio’s
national-team record of nine
World Cup strikes.
The news of the end of Ronaldo’s second spell at Old Trafford broke less than 48 hours
before Portugal kick off their
Group H campaign against

Ghana. “Following conversations with Manchester United
we have mutually agreed to end
our contract early,” the player
said in a post on Twitter.
In a message on the United
website, the club said: “Cristiano Ronaldo is to leave Manchester United by mutual agreement, with immediate effect.
The club thanks him for his immense contribution across two
spells at Old Trafford, scoring
145 goals in 346 appearances,
and wishes him and his family
well for the future.”
In his press conference,
Santos also highlighted his respect for Ghana while underlining Portugal’s ambition to win
this World Cup.
“Ghana are a super organised team, quick in transition
and attack,” he said. “Ghana’s
team have got great players and
they have our respect. Of course
we have the ambition to win the
World Cup. We have the dream,
the vision and the capabilities
to fight for this.”
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Ceferin lauds FIFA World Cup Qatar’s classy opening ceremony
Tribune news network
DOHA

UEFA president Aleksander Ceferin
believes Qatar has already underlined
why it is a worthy host nation in the
early stages of the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022.
After a decade of build-up and anticipation, the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 got underway with a spectacular opening ceremony at Al Bayt Stadium, its design inspired by a Bedouin
tent - one of the main foundations of
Arabian culture and hospitality.
After the Emir HH Sheikh Tamim
bin Hamad al Thani, declared the
tournament officially ‘open’, the focus
immediately switched to the monthlong action set to unfold across the
Arabian Gulf state, which is the first
country in the Arab world to host FIFA’s quadrennial showpiece.
With more than $200 billion
spent in sporting infrastructure for

beIN interview
Speaking exclusively to beIN
SPORTS, Ceferin said, ‘The
opening ceremony was impressive,
it was a great show in a great new
stadium. It was a great start to the
World Cup. All the teams I speak
with, and all the presidents of the
European Federations, are very
happy with how they are placed
here. Everything is great’
the tournament, seven new stadiums
have been built specifically for this
World Cup, including the 60,000seat Al Bayt Stadium north of Doha,
with Ceferin revealing he has only
heard positive feedback from teams

Aleksander Ceferin
participating in the event.
Speaking exclusively to beIN
SPORTS, Ceferin said: “The opening ceremony was impressive, it was
a great show in a great new stadium.
It was a great start to the World Cup.
All the teams I speak with, and all the

presidents of the European Federations, are very happy with how they
are placed here. Everything is great.”
Ceferin also insisted that Qatar,
home to three million people, is constantly evolving and improving: “The
infrastructure is impressive and the
fact that things have changed too [in
Qatar] means hosting a competition
with all the world looking at you helps
your development. It’s great to host
a competition like this as you can do
many things from it. I’ve been in football 11 years and debates in football
never end. Facts are important, not
debates.”
Meanwhile, Ceferin reinforced
European Club Association Chairman
Nasser al Khelaifi’s recent message
that European football must remain
united amid fresh talk of a breakaway
Super League being introduced.
“We have many priorities, but
the most important thing is we keep
the European sports model and the

Ronaldo handed two-game ban
and fine over Everton fan incident
dpa
London

Cristiano Ronaldo has
been banned for two matches and handed a £50,000
($59,868.75) fine by the Football Association (FA) for hitting
a mobile phone out of a fan’s
hand at Everton.
The 37-year-old, who is
now a free agent following his
release from Manchester United on Tuesday, had the altercation with the 14-year-old boy
after a 1-0 defeat at Goodison
Park on April 9, and was cautioned by Merseyside Police.
The FA also charged the
Portugal forward with improper conduct and an independent
panel has handed down a suspension and hefty fine.
The ban will be transferred
when Ronaldo joins a new club
in any country, but does not
count in the World Cup.
A statement from the FA
read: “Cristiano Ronaldo has
been suspended for two matches, fined £50,000 and warned
as to his future conduct for a

File photo of Cristiano Ronaldo. (afp)
breach of FA rule E3.
“The forward admitted
that his conduct after the final
whistle of the Premier League
game between Manchester
United FC and Everton FC on
Saturday 9 April 2022 was improper.
“An independent regula-

tory commission found that
his conduct was both improper
and violent during a subsequent hearing, and imposed
these sanctions.”
Ronaldo had accepted the
FA charge but requested a personal hearing in a bid to try to
avoid a suspension.

During the independent
hearing, held over Microsoft
Teams on November 8, Ronaldo claimed he had “legitimate
concern. for his own physical safety and well-being and
leaving the field of play” after
approaching the tunnel where
Everton fans were congregating.
However, the panel rejected the claim, citing it was
an “act born of frustration and
annoyance rather than fear or
concern for his well-being.”
The panel also rejected the
FA’s submission that Ronaldo
should be banned for three
games.
If and when Ronaldo serves
the suspension remains to be
seen following his exit from Old
Trafford on Tuesday, which
leaves him currently without a
club.
The ban will carry over if
he joins another team under
the jurisdiction of the FA and
it will also be transferred to a
new association, meaning he
must serve a two-game domestic sanction.

Deschamps defends choice to
substitute Giroud in France win
dpa

Deschamps was defensive
when asked why he
withdrew Giroud in his
post-match press
conference, responding:
‘Would you like to take my
place and be the coach?
‘Olivier Giroud did what he
does best, he scored goals.
You have to manage a lot
of things as a coach’

Doha

Didier Deschamps has defended his decision to substitute Olivier Giroud in France’s
World Cup win over Australia,
delaying his bid to become
France’s all-time leading goalscorer outright.
Giroud equalled Thierry
Henry’s record of 51 goals for
France with a brace on Tuesday, helping Les Bleus fight
back to post a 4-1 win in their
Group D contest.
However, the striker was
replaced by Marcus Thuram in
the closing stages, meaning he
will have to wait until Saturday’s meeting with Denmark
for another chance to seize the
record for himself.
Deschamps was defensive when asked why he withdrew Giroud in his post-match
press conference, responding:
“Would you like to take my
place and be the coach? “Olivier Giroud did what he does
best, he scored goals. You have
to manage a lot of things as a
coach.
“We have another match
in four days and we’d already
scored four goals, so sometimes
it’s good to give someone else a
chance and give him a rest.
“You tend to talk about records a lot, he tends to focus
on what he does on the pitch.

France’s coach Didier Deschamps shouts instructions to his players
from the touchline during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group D football
match between France and Australia at the Al Janoub Stadium in Al
Wakrah on Tuesday. (AFP)
“He was very effective tonight,
which is great for him, he’s useful with the way he links up
with the other attackers in our
team.” As well as claiming a
slice of France history, Giroud aged 36 years and 53 days - became the second-oldest player
to score a World Cup brace, after Roger Milla did so twice at
the 1990 tournament when 38
years old.
France initially looked un-

likely to make a positive start to
their World Cup defence, with
Adrien Rabiot having to cancel
out Craig Goodwin’s opener before Giroud took centre stage.
Deschamps was pleased
with Les Bleus’ response to going behind after witnessing other sides fail to fight back in the
tournament’s opening round of
fixtures.
“I think we began the match
well, we linked up well in the

first few minutes but we let in
a goal which we should have
avoided,” Deschamps said.
“It was tough, but in the second half we showed a lot more
confidence, we created a lot
more chances and scored four
goals, so of course that is good.
We could have scored more, but
it’s a very good beginning.
“The first match is always
vital, so I have to congratulate
the team.
We saw some earlier games
where teams were unable to respond, but we did. We showed
strength of character.” Tuesday
began with one of the greatest
upsets in World Cup history as
Saudi Arabia beat Argentina
2-1, but Deschamps said that
surprise result had no bearing
on France’s approach.
“The players saw that
match, but you have to focus on
the opponent that’s in front of
you,” he added.

model of the competitions we have,”
Ceferin explained.
“We must keep the ‘[Champions
League] slogan: ‘Earn it’ on the pitch,
but what I would like to say is we don’t
have the crises of the last three years
anymore. We had COVID, we had this
crazy idea of Super League, we had
the UEFA European Championships
in 11 countries with COVID, and in the
end the [Russia and Ukraine conflict]
started. So, I hope we have calmer
days in the future.
“We are working close together,
we are almost one. We think about
every topic concerning club football
and our co-operation with the chairman Nasser al Khelaifi is fantastic,”
added Cerefin.
“I have so many challenges that
we would need another interview to
tell you everything. I can say that we
at UEFA work for the good of football
and we’ll do that in the future. There’s
no compromise on that.”

Bayern Munich
‘shocked’ by
Hernandez injury
at World Cup
dpa
Berlin

Bayern Munich on Wednesday reacted shocked to the severe knee injury their France
defender Lucas Hernandez
suffered at the World Cup and
pledged their full support.
Hernandez ruptured the
cruciate ligament in his right
knee early in the holder’s 4-1
win over Australia at the Qatar
tournament on Tuesday and
will be out for months and possibly even for the rest of the
season. He was replaced by his
brother Theo.
“Of course, we were all
shocked and very sorry to hear
that,” Munich board member
for sport Hasan Salihamidzic
said in a statement by the Bundesliga champions.
“But Lucas is a fighter and
will make a strong comeback.
He’ll now leave Doha very soon,
come to us, then have surgery
and start his rehab in Munich,
where he’ll be given every possible support.”
Munich chief executive
Oliver Kahn tweeted: “Lucas’
injury is a big blow for us. But
we know him: He is one of the
international top players with
the strongest will. Lucas is a
top professional and will give
everything to come back even
stronger. FC Bayern stands by
your side!”
Hernandez has had injury
problems before and had only
returned to action just before
the World Cup after seven

weeks on the sidelines with a
groin injury.
He is the latest Bayern star
out injured lately. Senegal’s Sadio Mane missed the World Cup
after having to undergo surgery
on a fibula injury sustained earlier in the month and is not likely to be fit again when the Bundesliga resumes in mid-January.
Morocco and Bayern defender Noussair Mazraoui also
came off in Wednesday’s 0-0
draw with Croatia with a hip
problem.
Hernandez suffered his injury in the ninth minute of the
game when he tried in vain to
prevent Mathew Leckie from
crossing to Craig Goodwin for
Australia’s opening goal.
France coach Didier Deschamps had even before the
final diagnosis labelled Hernandez’s injury “the big black spot
tonight” and two-time scorer
Olivier Giroud added that “we
want to dedicate this match to
him [Hernandez] because we
are losing another colleague in
this competition.”
It was later confirmed that
Hernandez would face a lengthy
rehabilitation. France have been
rocked by several injuries with
Karim Benzema, Christopher
Nkunku, Paul Pogba, N’Golo
Kante and Presnel Kimpembe
all ruled out of the World Cup
before Les Bleus had played in
Qatar.
“Like the whole group, players and staff, I am extremely
sorry for Lucas,” Deschamps
said.

France’s defender Theo Hernandez (left) is tackled by Australia’s midfielder Aaron Mooy during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group D football
match between France and Australia at the Al Janoub Stadium in Al
Wakrah on Tuesday. (AFP)
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Brazil need to capitalise on ‘best
mode’ of Neymar, says Silva
STATS Perform/dpa
Doha

Brazil must take advantage
of having Neymar in his “best
mode” at the World Cup, according to captain Thiago Silva.
Neymar heads into the
Qatar tournament in supreme
form. He has directly contributed to 26 goals for Paris
Saint-Germain, scoring 15 and
setting up a further 11 this season.

Our group has welcomed all
of our colleagues and in my
opinion they will make
Neymar even more at ease.
We will share our
responsibilities as players
and that will help us move
forward. I think we need to
take advantage of this best
Neymar mode.
Brazil’s Thiago Silva

His tally of goal involvements is the joint-most in the
top-five European leagues,
along with Erling Haaland (23
goals, three assists) and clubmate Lionel Messi (12 goals, 14
assists).
With 75 international goals
to his name, Neymar needs just
three more to overtake Pele
and become Brazil’s all-time
leading scorer.

(L-R) Brazil’s defender Marquinhos, forward Neymar and defender Thiago Silva take part in a training session at the Al Arabi SC Stadium in Doha
on Wednesday on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Serbia. (AFP)
Neymar’s injury in the
quarter-finals of Brazil’s home
World Cup in 2014 is often
cited as a major factor in the
7-1 thrashing by Germany that
followed in the last four, while
he struggled to carry the team

in Russia four years later, with
the Selecao losing to Belgium
in the quarter-finals.
But with Vinicius Junior,
Richarlison, Gabriel Jesus,
Rodrygo and Raphinha supporting Neymar in attack, Silva

believes Brazil have to make
their attacking quality count.
“Neymar has a good level
for this competition,” Silva said
in a press conference ahead of
Brazil’s clash with Serbia on
Thursday.

“Now, without injury or
worry, we see a better Neymar.
Best of all, he is humble.
“Our group has welcomed
all of our colleagues and in my
opinion they will make Neymar
even more at ease.

“We will share our responsibilities as players and that will
help us move forward. I think
we need to take advantage of
this best Neymar mode.”
It has been 20 years since
Brazil won their fifth World
Cup, and Silva - who was captain in 2014 but not in Russia
- believes that only serves as
extra inspiration.
“The 2002 win is a great
inspiration for all of us,” he explained.
“We have images of all the
World Cups we have won and
that’s a source of inspiration
and motivation so we can continue making history.
“We know it’s up to us. I
know those who could lift the
World Cup in the past have had
beautiful stories. It makes me
even more motivated to honour
our jersey.”
Silva believes the blend of
youth and experience in Tite’s
squad is ideal, as the 38-yearold claimed his experience of
captaining Brazil in their disappointing campaign on home
soil has only benefitted his own
development.
He said: “Nowadays I am
better prepared. Sometimes we
need to learn the hard way.
“Our coaches can tell us but
in the end we are the ones who
need to learn from our experiences. I am calm, I am at ease,
having the trust of all my colleagues.
“I’m now enjoying the best
version of Thiago Silva. I think
I’m living the best moments of
my career.”

Serbia ‘afraid of none’ but
Kostic’s fitness a worry
Coach Stojkovic
says Serbia
should focus on
their football
England’s forward Harry Kane (L) and Iran’s defender Morteza Pouraliganji collide during their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Group B match at
the Khalifa International Stadium in Doha on Monday. (AFP)

England optimistic Kane will
be fit to face the US on Friday
PA Media/dpa
Al Wakrah

England are optimistic that
Harry Kane will be fit to face
the United States, with goalkeeper Jordan Pickford confirming the skipper was “fine”
and trained with team-mates.
The 29-year-old went down
gripping his right foot in pain
after being caught by a poor
Morteza Pouraliganji challenge
shortly after half-time in Monday’s 6-2 Group B win against
Iran.

The Football Association
remained tight-lipped
about Kane’s fitness on
Tuesday, but it is understood the striker has
received the all-clear
Kane played on until the
75th minute but was seen leaving England’s World Cup opener with a slight limp and his
right ankle lightly strapped.
The Football Association
remained tight-lipped about
Kane’s fitness on Tuesday, but
it is understood the striker received the all-clear on Wednesday after undergoing a scan.
Kane, adidas Golden Boot
winner at the last FIFA World
Cup, went off after 75 minutes
and was reportedly seen with

light strapping on the ankle.
However, a scan has revealed
no damage and he will be available to face USA on Friday, said
a FIFA release.
Teammates were optimistic
that Kane will be fine and Pickford allayed concerns when
speaking at Al Wakrah Sports
Complex base on Wednesday.
“I think he is good, probably just a little bit sore,” the
Three Lions goalkeeper said.
“I’m sure he is fine, he was
out on the grass with us today
which is good. He is our captain.”
The development is a boost
for England, whose manager
Gareth Southgate had downplayed concerns over the issue immediately after the Iran
game. “I think Harry’s fine,”
the manager said.
“I mean, it obviously looked
a bad tackle but he carried on in
the game and we took him off,
really, because we felt it was
a moment we could do that.”
Pickford is confident England
would have the strength in
depth to cope should their record goalscorer miss out.
“Everyone will take their
chance,” he added. “When
Harry went off, Callum (Wilson) came on and got an assist.
“Everyone is training very
hard. Obviously Harry is an
unbelievable player, he’s the
leader and the captain.”

Agencies
Doha

Winger Filip Kostic is in danger of missing Serbia’s World
Cup opener against Brazil on
Thursday due to a thigh injury.
“We already have 99% of the
line-up in mind. But what I can
say is that there is still a big question mark over Kostic,” Serbia
coach Dragan Stojkovic told a
news conference on Wednesday.
The Juventus player has
only done running practice in
Qatar so far.
Stojkovic considers the
group with Brazil, Switzerland
and Cameroon “the most difficult of the whole World Cup.
We Serbians are not happy
with this draw.”
The 57-year-old, who was
a star of the former Yugoslavia
team at the 1990 World Cup,
also said of the Brazil clash: “It
will be a tough game. An extremely difficult game. But the
game starts 0-0. And we
are not afraid of anyone in
the world. Not even of Brazil.
“Brazil is a great team. For
me it’s a golden generation
at the moment and we expect
of course a difficult game but
we must focus on our football
and try to be good opponents.”
stressed Stojkovic. Serbia failed
to make it out of their group
four years ago after losing 2-0
to Brazil in their final match.
This time, however, they are
potentially dangerous dark horses in Qatar after topping their
qualifying group ahead of Portugal and most recently winning
their Nations League section.
Ranked 21st in the FIFA
rankings, Serbia do however
come into their opening match
in Group G with concerns sur-

Serbia’s coach Dragan Stojkovic (L) and Serbia’s forward Dusan Tadic address a press conference at the Qatar National Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha on Wednesday on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
match against Brazil. (AFP)

Serbia’s coach Dragan Stojkovic leads a training session of his team at Al Arabi SC in Doha on on Wednesday
on the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Brazil. (AFP)
rounding the fitness of a key
player in the shape of Kostic.
“It is a huge question mark

as to whether he is going to join
us because he got an injury in
his last game with Juventus,”

said Stojkovic adding that
striker Aleksandar Mitrovic is
expected to play.
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Group G: Brazil vs Serbia (10pm) Lusail Stadium

Brazil’s players
during training session
at Al Arabi
SC stadium
in Doha on
Wednesday on
the eve of their
FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022
match against
Serbia. (AFP)

Giants Brazil ready to hit

Qatar World Cup turf
Tite-coached
Brazil are chasing
their 6th World
Cup trophy
Vinay Nayudu
Doha

Five time champions Brazil made their dazzling first
eye-catching FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 appearance the
moment they touched down
at the Hamad International
Airport in Doha just four days
ago wearing dapper light grey
suits. They seemed like a team
possessed walking behind their
coach Tite.
Brazil were also the last of
the teams to arrive for the 2022
football extravaganza on the
day of the inaugural match.
On Wednesday, they nonetheless seemed set to take on
Serbia in their opening Group
G match at the Lusail Stadium
at 10 pm on Thursday in search
of their stupendous sixth
World Cup title. The group has

Cameroon and Switzerland as
the other teams.
Touted as favourites, Brazil
as a team has been enjoying excellent form. They had an outstanding qualifying campaign,
as they went unbeaten to finish top of the South American
qualifying group.
Yet, the fact that Brazil did
not win the trophy they virtually owned with five titles in
2018 does weigh heavy. The
Selecao were knocked out by
Belgium in the quarter-finals
in Russia. And their last World
Cup triumph was 20 years ago
inspired by the attacking triumvirate of Ronaldo, Rivaldo
and Ronaldinho.
The class of 2022 are taking the 2002 triumph as inspiration to weave their magic in
Qatar in quest of a golden sixth.
They have Neymar, the
world’s most expensive player,
who lines up for his third World
Cup in fine form for his French
club Paris Saint-Germain. The
30-year-old has scored 13 goals
with 11 assists in 19 games in
Ligue 1 and the Champions
League.
They also have Vinicius

Junior, Gabriel Jesus, Alisson,
Thiago Silva, Militao, Richarlison, Dani Alves, Fabinho and
Casemiro which makes them
strong contenders.
But while much is expected
of them, Brazil have no problem being the favourites, stated
their coach Tite at a media interaction ahead of their clash
with Serbia.
“The pressure is natural.
Brazil have the biggest history
in soccer and with that legacy
always comes the pressure. We
have some of the players that
call the biggest media attention
in the world so we take it naturally, it’s our dream winning a
World Cup. Pressure is inevita-

ble,” said the 61-year-old.
Tite also brushed aside reminders of Brazil not having
won the trophy in the last 20
years. “In Russia (2018) we only
had two years to fix the team
and I came to the rescue. Now it
is different because I had the opportunity the build the team the
way I wanted,” Tite said.
“That’s why my feeling today is completely different than
four years ago. I’m not that
nervous because all the work
has been done.”
A smart tactician, Tite kept
the cards close to his chest
about the team selection.
His reputation as a defensive coach means there has

Brazil’s coach Tite (L) and Brazil’s defender Thiago Silva address the media
at the Qatar National Convention Center (QNCC) in Doha on Wednesday on
the eve of their FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 match against Serbia. (AFP)

been much speculation over his
picks for the match against Serbia, with the biggest question
mark surrounding Vinicius Jr.
The 22-year-old scored
Real Madrid’s winner in the
Champions
League
final
against Liverpool and finished
eighth in the Ballon d’Or last
month, elevating him to worldclass level in his fifth season
with the La Liga side.
“We have three models and
we will adapt accordingly with
each opponent we face. All the
players know that,” Tite said.
“Me as a coach, I need to
have the capacity to bring out
the best characteristics of each
player.
“Vinicius is one of the players up-front who have made
their case playing at the highest level with their clubs. Now
is my job to fit them in my
scheme.”
Given the upset results Argentina and Germany suffered
against Saudi Arabia and Japan respectively, Tite would
need to be wary of Serbia.
A rollicking start shall put
Brazil on the path of another
dream run.

Brazil stars want World Cup triumph for ‘Father’ Tite farewell

N

o matter the outcome
for Brazil at Qatar
2022, coach Tite will
leave the post he has
occupied since September 2016
when the tournament finishes.
The hope for both Tite and his
players is that they have seven
matches left together; specifically that they reach the final in
Lusail Stadium on 18 December.
Brazil begin their campaign
at the final venue, against Serbia,
on Thursday and have subsequent Group G encounters with
Cameroon and Switzerland.
Born Adenor Leonardo
Bacchi, the 61-year-old Tite
kicked off his impressive Seleção tenure with a 3-0 defeat
of Ecuador in Quito in the
Brazil’s coach Tite on arrival at the
Hamad International Airport in Doha
on November 19, 2022, (AFP)

qualifiers for Russia 2018. That
was the first of the 57 wins the
South Americans have recorded in his 76 games in charge.
Title has lost only five matches
during his six-year tenure.
That record reveals exactly
why Tite has been entrusted to
oversee successive
World Cup campaigns, the first
Brazil
coach
to have that
honour since
Mario Zagallo
tried to defend

the title won in Mexico in 1970
at the German tournament
four years later.
So what is the secret to
Tite’s success? The simple answer to that is an inherent desire to keep pushing his team
for improvement, regardless
of their impressive results. The
pace at which Tite’s team plays
is essential to that sustained
development.
Tite’s Selecao like to
stretch the play and probe
down the flanks, giving influential attacker Neymar more
space in which to roam
in the middle of the
pitch. Equally, the
Brazilians are effective in the press,
making the most
of their speed and
agility to harry and
close opposing play-

ers, as soon as possession is
conceded. The team works as
one to shut down space and
prevent the opposition from
playing the ball forwards. They
boast a rich blend of talent and
a system that maximises the
team’s breadth of attributes.
While these factors were
instrumental to their serene
qualification, another crucial
ingredient in this successful
side is the human touch provided by the man the players
call The Professor, a common
nickname for coaches in Brazil.

Raphinha, while speaking og
Tite, said: “First of all, I want
to thank him for being the first
coach to give me a chance with
the national team and for bringing me here to Qatar. I wouldn’t
be here without him. He’s
become very important for me,
not just for what he passes on to
me whenever I’m with A Seleção,
but for what I can take away with
me to my club. He’s given me a
lot of confidence and the tools I
need to keep those confidence
levels as high as possible.”
(Fifa.com)

Tite’s like a father to us. He’s always treated us well
and has created a warm and welcoming environment with
the national team. He’s one of those people who gives you
praise… but who’s not afraid to give you some home truths.
Richarlison

Fact file
Brazil have won the
World Cup five times
and are pre-tournament favourites to
win a record-extending sixth title.
Brazil have played in
every World Cup
since 1930 but they
have not reached the
final since they last
won the title in 2002.
Neymar was Brazil’s
top scorer in the
World Cup qualifiers
with eight goals as
they qualified for the
tournament without
losing a single game.
Aleksandar Mitrovic,
Serbia’s all-time top
scorer with 50 goals,
also netted eight
times in the World
Cup qualifiers but is
an injury doubt for
the group opener.
Serbia were also
unbeaten in their
qualifying campaign
where they topped
the group with a
90th-minute winner
from Mitrovic against
Portugal in their final
game to seal automatic qualification.
Serbia have never
gone past the group
stage since they split
from Montenegro in
2006.
Previous meetings:
Brazil and Serbia
also met each other
in the group stage of
the 2018 World Cup,
with the South
American team winning 2-0 after
Paulinho and Thiago
Silva scored.
They have met each
other only one other
time previously with
Brazil winning 1-0 in
a friendly in 2014.

